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Abstract 
The development and implementation of the energy-saving technologies is one of the challenges facing the domestic industrial 
enterprises; when it comes to the compressor equipment, a large-scale implementation of the variable capacity screw compressors 
into the manufacturing processes has become the first proper step concerning the solution of energy-saving questions. Nowadays 
the spool efficiency controlled oil-flooded screw compressors are widely used for the fuel gas supply into the gas turbine unit 
(GTU). This paper presents the existing types of the spool configurations whereby the screw compressors control is realized as 
well as the new spool design construction that allows to implement the gas bypass from the higher pressure paired chamber to the 
low pressure one is offered. Gas is not bypassed into the suction chamber, that in turn saves the supplied power.    
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays a number of screw compressor efficiency comtrol methods are known: the compressor start and stop; 
the shift to the idle stroke; the compressed gas bypass from the discharge line into the suction chamber or 
compressed gas relief to flare; the gas throttling in the suction branch; the compressor drive shaft rotational speed 
variation; gas bypass from the working chambers into the suction chamber through the valves; the chambers space 
change by means of the spools [1,2]. In the natural gas industry, where screw compressors are used for the fuel gas 
supply into the gas turbine units, the twin spools efficiency control is economically feasible regulation method. 
According to the above mentioned method under the full compressor load, the spools appressed, that is the primary 
spool is in the left end position, while the secondary spool is in the right end one (Fig.1, position A), and full 
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operating screw length is equal to 11+12, here 11 and 12 correspondingly are the primary and secondary spools 
length. 
 
                       Position A                                                                          Position B                                                        Position C 
Fig. 1. The twin spool oil-flooded screw compressor: 1 - compressor casing, 2 - screw, 3 - primary spool, 4 - secondary spool. 
At the pressure and/or temperature changing in the suction branch, the compressor efficiency varies that at the 
gas supply into the GTU is unacceptable, and consequently it results in the efficiency control necessity. In the upper 
range of the efficiency control (the efficiency varies from the maximum value Ve max to a 0,6 Ve max) the spools keeps 
the initial positions (Fig.1, position A), while the efficiency control is carried out via the surplus gas bypass from 
discharge to suction. At the further efficiency loss, the secondary spool is displaced to the left end position (Fig.1, 
position B). In these circumstances the maximum compressor efficiency    Ve max’ is determined by the primary spool 
length l1, while the efficiency is regulated by the primary spool smooth displacement to the right side (Fig.1, 
position C). When the primary spool is displaced, both efficiency and geometric compressor ratio can be varied. 
The efficiency control by gas bypass from discharge to suction which is carried out in the upper range of the 
efficiency control is the most uneconomic way of control. Therefore the efficiency control is proposed to be carried 
out by gas bypass from the high pressure paired chamber to the preceding low pressure one. Moreover the low 
pressure paired chamber should not be connected with the compressor suction chamber. In this regard a new design 
concept of the secondary spool was developed. 
2. The proposed secondary spool structure  
The secondary spool 1 (Fig.2), hollow cylinder with bypass holes 2 carries out gas bypass from the higher 
pressure compressor paired chambers to the low pressure ones. Compressor casing 4 (Fig.2) has bypass holes 3 
(Fig.2) which diameter is equal to the bypass holes diameter in the secondary spool.  
 
Fig. 2. The new spool design construction. 
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The gas consumption control between the compressor paired chamber and the inside secondary spool chamber is 
carried out by the secondary spool turning. It should be noted that gas is bypassed from the higher pressure paired 
chamber to the spool chamber and then to the low pressure paired chamber. Gas is not bypassed to the suction 
chamber.  
When calculating the amount of bypassed gas at the first stage, the gas parameters in the paired chambers which 
are not connected to each other are identified by the equation: 
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where T and Tsuc  are the temperatures in the actual paired chamber and in the suction chamber accordingly,  
k is the compression polytrope coefficient,  
 Psuc n is the actual compression cell pressure. 
Gas parameters in the paired chambers connected to each other were determined by the equation. In this case it is 
considered that there is no overflow: trough the gap along the contact line, radial gaps and triangular gap. The 
mixture temperature is calculated according to the formula: 
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where W1, W2 are the volumes of the first and the second paired chambers accordingly, 
T1, T2 are the temperatures of the first and the second paired chambers accordingly, 
The mixture pressure is estimated by solving the equation using numerical procedure: 
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where p is the pressure. 
The volumetric gas consumption can be calculated by the suction conditions using the formula: 
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The chambers described volume is determined by the formula: 
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where Tn is the temperature in the n-th compression cell, 
Psucn is the suction pressure in the n-th cell. 
Indicated power consumed for compression in chambers can be calculated as follows: 
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Where nH  is the internal compression rate of the n-th cell, 
VGn is the overflowing gas volumetric consumption through the holes related by the n-th cell conditions. 
The total consumed indicated power is calculated according to the formula: 
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To find out the power consumed by the compressor, the mechanical efficiency is accepted, ߟ௠௘௖௛ ൌ ͲǤͻͺΨ and 
the power consumed for the mechanical losses can be determined by the following formula: 
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While the total power consumed by the compressor is determined using the formula: 
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The varied hole diameter values calculation was carried out and the findings are presented in Table 1. 
                         Table 1. The calculation findings. 
The diameter value The compressor  efficiency, m3/s 
The total power, consumed 
by the compressor, W 
No bypass (the spool is closed)  0,44 
 
174100 
The hole diameter 5mm  0,10 
 
59530 
The hole diameter 3mm 
 
The hole diameter 2mm                                          
 
0,2775 
 
0,34 
 
97590 
 
123000 
 
The calculation showed that at 3 mm hole opening, the efficiency is decreased for 37%, while saving of energy 
corresponds to 20%; at 2 mm hole opening, the efficiency is decreased for 21%, while saving of energy corresponds 
to 5%. 
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